
207. Ryoan-ji 

Kyoto, Japan. Muromachi Period, Japan. C. 1480 C.E.; current design most likely dates to the 

18th century. Rock garden (3 images) 

 Article at Khan Academy 

 Temple - affiliated with a branch of Zen Buddhism 

o The followers of Zen Buddhism pursued “enlightenment” or “awakening” by means of self-introspection and 

personal experience in daily life. The quintessence and aesthetics of Zen is epitomized in the rock garden and 

architecture of Ryōanji 

 thrived as a great Zen center for the cultural activities of the elite from the late 16th through the first half of the 17th 

century under the patronage of the Hosokawa family 

 experience: pass through main gate, they encounter the Mirror Pond (Kyōyōchi) on the left with a scenic view of 

surrounding mountains. Walking along the pilgrim’s path and entering the second gate, visitors arrive at the main 

building of the monastery, the hōjo (abbot’s residence). The rock garden is located in the front of the hojo and is 

viewed either from the wooden veranda embracing the building or from inside the room 

 The Ryōanji garden is the one of the most famous examples of a rock garden—a form which developed during the 

Moromachi period (1392-1573) 
o This type of garden consists of rocks and pebbles rather than vegetation and water, and was mainly created on 

the grounds of temples for encouraging contemplation. White gravel often symbolizes flowing elements such 

as waterfalls, rivers, creeks, or sea, while rocks suggest islands, shores, or bridges. 
o The garden may have been inspired by aspects of both Japanese and Chinese culture. For instance, Shinto, an 

indigenous religion of Japan, focuses on the worship of deities in nature. Also, Zen Buddhism, which derived 

from Chan Buddhism in China, emphasizes meditation as a path toward enlightenment. Medieval Chinese 

landscape paintings associated with this sect of Buddhism often displayed a sparse, monochromatic style that 

reflected a spontaneous approach to enlightenment (see the example, left). Together, these concepts promoted 

the aesthetic values of rustic simplicity, spontaneity, and truth to materials that came to characterize Zen art. 

Today, the sea of gravel, rocks, and moss of the rock garden and the earthy tones of the clay walls contrast 

with the blossoming foliage beyond—evoking stillness and contemplation suitable for meditation. 

 the garden has fifteen stones today, it is certain that the arrangement we see now cannot be the same as the original 

medieval design (which had nine stones). Although it remains unclear who designed the garden, or what it originally 

looked like, it is evident that the Ryōanji garden has changed throughout time 

 ‘artist’ and exact date are debatable or unknown 

 Meaning? Many different theories on the garden’s meaning have been suggested—some say it represents islands 

floating on an ocean, or a mother tiger carrying cubs over the sea, while others say it symbolizes the Japanese aesthetic 

concept of wabi (refined austerity) and sabi (subdued taste), or the fundamental ideal of Zen philosophy. A more recent 

theory argues that it is an expression of a pure form of abstract composition meant to incite meditation. Whether 

originally intended to represent pictorial images or symbolize metaphysical concepts, it is certain that the rustic 

austerity and minimalist rock garden at Ryōanji has played a significant role in art and architecture from medieval 

times to the present in Japan 
 



 
 

 
 



 


